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1 February 2024 
 
 
 
Dear Valued Customer  
 
ACO is thrilled to share some exciting news with you regarding key developments at ACO New Zealand.  
 
As part of our ongoing commitment to growth and excellence, we are pleased to announce the appointment of Alan Beer to 
the position of Managing Director for ACO Limited. 
 
Alan previously held the position of National Sales Manager and has been working for ACO New Zealand for the last 6 years.  
He brings a passion for the team and a drive to help all our customers throughout the country. 
 
In addition to this exciting leadership change, we are also preparing for a significant milestone in the history of our company 
– the relocation of our office and warehouse.  
 
Our new address, will be: 
 
35 Te Tiki Road 
Mangere 
Auckland 2022 
 
While our commitment to delivering exceptional products and remains unwavering, the relocation offers us the opportunity 
to enhance our workplace environment and better serve our clients and partners. We assure you that every effort is being 
made to ensure a smooth transition and we are dedicated to maintaining minimal interruption to the business’ operations 
during this period. 
 
We would like to express our sincere gratitude to Paul Casey for his invaluable contributions and leadership during his tenure 
and wish him continued success in his future endeavors as the new Managing Director of ACO Australia. 
 
As we embark on this new chapter, we are filled with enthusiasm and anticipation for the future and look forward to 
continuing our journey with you as our valued ACO customer. 
 
Should you have any questions or concerns regarding these changes, please do not hesitate to reach out. 
 
Thank you for your continued support. 
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